Loyola CMD possible mooring. It is no longer a matter of deciding what the other (client, family) should do, but appropriate the task together, which implies intimacy, close and everyday contact. And having intimacy is not the same as being intimate and here we have another challenge. The nursing professional is trained to intervene, decide, determine, and is confronted in psychiatric nursing, with a work that implies, daily, negotiating, combining, signing contracts, renegotiating and making responsible. Care must be determined from the characteristics of the cared, and the ability of caregivers to use what they learn from them. It is therefore the result of lifelong learning as an anchor point, and this is the opposite of what is generally taught in health.
The definition that health is not just absence of disease compels us to explore the meaning of this announced. It implies that when there is illness, there is no forceful, loss of all health, but change, modification. It is not everything, or nothingness. It is important to learn to use what is left of health, that is, life skills, to fight the disease instead of focusing solely on the disease itself. We have to deal with five questions: There is no total coincidence between madness and disease; The dangerousness, as a diagnostic instance may fail, especially in Primary Care; Mental illness is a human experience, what differs is the depth and extent of this experience; Mental illness has treatment and cure (50% cure, 30% need protection for "normal" life, 20% severe and chronic evolution); No one will sleep normal and wake up crazy, there are traces. Caring, in psychiatric nursing, requires a more empty position, it is different from the "compulsion to care", which has already led us to shaved heads in hospices to "prevent" pediculosis. It is a teamwork partnership that is shaped by work, and an imaginary group glue (which contrasts with corporatism). Caring here as a knowledge, which exits the knowledge exposedfrom theories and techniques, to the supposed knowledge -the subject as a power. 3 Where the a priori of scientific knowledge, must be put between quotation marks, to highlight the elements provided by the subject, leaving the common place. To take care of life, of this infinite clew. Attention is the best of solidarities.
